TRISTAR RGB LED Lamp
IR Remote Controller

SINGLE ON/OFF buttons  TOGGLE ON/OFF button

4 Pre-set Color Changing Modes:
① Flash: change colors per 1 second
② Strobe: change colors per 5 seconds
③ Fade: change 16 colors *quickly*
④ Smooth: change 16 colors *slowly*

16 Pre-set Single Color Keys
(The last key is for white.)

4 Light Intensity Adjustment Keys

Lock Remote
When the Remote is not used.

Unlock Remote
The Remote is activated.

Setup/Cancel keys for RS485
(For setting the ID address for TRISTAR RGB-smart LED lamps.)

NOTE: The TRISTAR IR Remote Controller can also be controlled via an ON/OFF line switch as follows:
1. When you turn on the lamp from an OFF status of more than 30 seconds, the lamp will automatically resume to the mode when it was turned off the last time. This is called the “automatic preference mode memory” function.
2. If you turn the lamp OFF and ON again within two seconds, it will go to “Flash Mode”.
3. And if you keep on turning it OFF and ON again within two seconds, it will shift to the next mode, the “Strobe Mode”, and then the “Fade Mode”, “Smooth Mode”, “White”, “Red”, “Green”, “Blue”, etc. The sequence will follow the color sequence as printed on the IR Remote Controller, from Top-Left to Bottom-Right.